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1. Introduction
The exact relation between the microscopic def-
inition of a quantum field theory and its low en-
ergy behavior is the major research subject. In
the context of the supersymmetric gauge theories
in four and two dimensions this relation touches
upon some unexpected domains of the mathemat-
ical physics, such as the theory of classical and
∗On leave of absence
†On leave of absence
‡IHES Louis Michel Chair
quantum integrable systems, and, in particular,
the celebrated Bethe ansatz.
1.1. Bethe ansatz
Bethe ansatz is a useful technique for finding
the spectra of the quantum integrable systems,
such as the spin chains or the many-body sys-
tems, or even the 1+1 dimensional quantum field
theories, see [1].
Generally speaking, the ansatz consists in find-
ing a set of states Ψ(λ1, . . . , λN ) which are char-
acterized using some algebraic structure, or in
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terms of some functional equations, or other-
wise. The physical meaning of the parameters
λ1, . . . , λN may differ from context to context, yet
often they are the quasi-momenta of the quasi-
free constituents.
The condition that Ψ(λ1, . . . , λN ) actually be-
longs to the (Hilbert) space of states of the model,
and it is the joint eigenstate of all the commuting
Hamiltonians translates to the set of N equations
on the quasimomenta λ1, . . . , λN which, remark-
ably, have the potential:
∂Y (λ)
∂λk
= 2piink, k = 1, . . . N (1)
The function Y (λ) is often analytic multi-
valued. We call it the Yang-Yang function, since
C.N Yang and C.P. Yang used it for the analysis
of the non-linear Schro¨dinger model [2] (see also
[3]).
As an illustration, consider the simplest spin
chain, the SU(2) Heisenberg magnet, with L spin
sites. It can be solved with the help of the alge-
braic Bethe ansatz, where the eigenstate of all the
commuting Hamiltonians is found in the form of
the N ”quasiparticles”
B(λ1)B(λ2) . . . B(λN )|vac〉 (2)
where the quasimomenta λk solve the equation
(1) with the function
Y (λ) =
N∑
i=1
L$ 1
2
(λi) +
N∑
i<j
$1(λi − λj) (3)
where $s(λ) is a certain special function whose
explicit form is known:
$s(λ) =
(λ+ is) log (λ+ is)− (λ− is) log (λ− is) (4)
and B(λ) is the creation operator (see [4] for de-
tails) of the quasiparticle of quasimomentum λ.
The eigenvalues of all the commuting Hamiltoni-
ans are written in terms of the solutions to (1). In
addition, the function Y (λ), its derivatives with
respect to the parameters, or its Hessian enter
in the explicit expressions for the norms of the
Bethe vectors (2), the correlation functions of lo-
cal operators (see e. g. [5] and the references
there). Thus the function Y (λ) plays a central
role in the concise formulation of the solution of
the quantum system.
The universality of (1) is so far an experimental
fact about the world of the quantum integrability.
It has been a somewhat puzzling (and therefore
for a long time abandonded) question as to what
is the meaning of the function Y (λ), why is the
spectrum of the quantum problem described by
what looks like a classical equation (1)? why does
the function Y (λ) look like a classical action of
some classical mechanical system?
The goal of this paper is to elucidate this point.
We shall show (in the restricted class of integrable
systems) that one can indeed associate to the
quantum integrable system a classical mechani-
cal model, i.e. a symplectic manifold and a La-
grangian submanifold, and that the function Y (λ)
is identified with the generating function of this
submanifold, in the appropriate Darboux coordi-
nates. Thus we give a geometric definition of the
Yang-Yang function for a large class of quantum
integrable systems.
1.2. Gauge theories and quantum integra-
bility
It turns out that quantum gauge theories are
the way to understand the correspondence be-
tween the quantum integrability and classical
symplectic geometry.
In [6] a connection between a quantum inte-
grable system, the N -particle sector of the non-
linear Schro¨dinger theory, and a topologically
twisted two dimensional gauge theory, was ob-
served. The coupling constant of the quantum
integrable system maps to the equivariant pa-
rameter, the twisted mass of the gauge theory,
i.e. to the bulk coupling. In [7], [8] this sub-
ject was revived, by showing that the observation
of [6] can be interpreted as the statement that
the 2-observable [9] of the topological gauge the-
ory of [6] descends from the Yang-Yang function
[2] of the system of N non-relativistic particles
on a circle with the δ-function pairwise potential
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(equivalent to the N -particle sector of the non-
linear Schro¨dinger system). Together with the
earlier work on the relation between the quantum
integrable many-body and spin systems of the
Calogero-Moser-Sutherland type, harmonic anal-
ysis, and the topological gauge theories in various
spacetime dimensions [10], [11], [12], [13] (where
the strength of the interaction on the quantum
system side corresponds to the parameters of the
line defects on the gauge theory side) this strongly
suggested that the connection between the gauge
theory, the representation theory, and the quan-
tum integrable systems is universal.
In all these cases the spectrum of the observ-
ables in gauge theory maps to the spectrum of
quantum Hamiltonians on the integrable theory
side.
Eventually in [14], [15], [16] the precise form
of the Bethe/Gauge correspondence was formu-
lated:
The supersymmetric vacua of the gauge the-
ories with the two dimensional N = 2 super-
Poincare invariance, with the generic twisted
masses and the superpotential, are the stationary
states (the common eigenstates of the commuting
Hamiltonians) of some quantum integrable sys-
tem. The commuting Hamiltonians are the gen-
erators of the twisted chiral ring of the gauge
theory. The quasimomenta of Bethe particles
are the special coordinates on quasiclassical mod-
uli space of vacua (the genericity assumption on
the masses and superpotential implies this is a
Coulomb branch). The Yang-Yang functional,
generating the Bethe equations of the quantum
system, is the effective twisted superpotential of
the gauge theory. Thus, Bethe equations single
out the supersymmetric vacua of the gauge the-
ory.
This correspondence was checked for a large
class of spin systems including the XXX, XXZ,
XYZ spin chains for all spin groups and impuri-
ties, and for some quantum algebraic integrable
systems as the elliptic Calogero-Moser, its rela-
tivistic version and limits such as the periodic
Toda chain.
The gauge theories with the two dimensional
super-Poincare invariance need not be two di-
mensional. In fact, in [17] the four dimensional
theories with four dimensional super-Poincare in-
variance subject to the Ω-deformation in two di-
mensions were studied, leading to the quantum
integrable systems whose classical limits are the
Seiberg-Witten integrable systems [18], [19], [20],
[21] describing the moduli space of vacua of the
original four dimensional N = 2 supersymmet-
ric theory. The Ω-background in quantum field
theory was introduced in [22], the idea is based
on the earlier work [23], [24]. Its partition func-
tion, Z-function, plays an important role in what
follows.
1.3. Gauge theories from six dimensions
This paper will study a limited set of four di-
mensional N = 2 gauge theories, namely those
which can be engineered by taking the six dimen-
sional (0,2) superconformal theory (discovered in
[25], [26]) and compactifying it with a partial
twist on a Riemann surface [27], [28], [29]. These
theories have the ADE classification, and in what
follows we shall denote them by their ADE type.
The resulting theory can be analyzed in several
ways. One the one hand, by assuming the size of
Σ negligible one deals with the four dimensional
superconformal theory with N = 2 supersymme-
try. The enhancement of the N = 2 supersym-
metry to the superconformal symmetry is clear
from the superconformal symmetry of the six di-
mensional (0, 2) theory.
Indeed, consider first the compactification of
the six dimensional theory on a finite size Rie-
mann surface Σ, with the metric g2. Let the met-
ric on the four dimensional spacetime X4 be g4.
The Lagrangian of the theory on X4 depends on
g2.
If the six dimensional theory were a gauge the-
ory to begin with, then the resulting four di-
mensional theory would have had the gauge cou-
pling g6 depending on the symplectic, i.e. Ka¨hler,
moduli of Σ, e.g. g−24 = g
−2
6 AreaΣ, where
AreaΣ =
∫
Σ
√
det(g2) (5)
However the (0, 2) theory in six dimensions is not
a gauge theory, and the relation between the cou-
plings in four dimensions and the geometry of Σ is
subtle. To begin with, one gets not one, but sev-
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eral gauge group factors, depending on the topol-
ogy of Σ, and their couplings remain finite even
when AreaΣ → 0. The couplings are determined
by the complex structure of Σ, determined by the
conformal class [g2] of g2.
The conformal transformation of the four di-
mensional metric on X4
g4 7→ l2g4 (6)
lifts to the conformal transformation of the six
dimensional metric
g6 = g2 ⊕ g4 7→ l2g6 = l2g2 ⊕ l2g4 (7)
on Σ×X4. If Σ has a finite size metric, then the
resulting six dimensional metric in the right hand
side of (7) gives rise to a different metric on Σ.
However, in the limit of vanishing area of Σ the
difference is negligible, hence the theory, in this
limit, becomes conformal in the four dimensional
sense.
It is not trivial to identify what this theory is, in
four dimensional terms, e.g. describe the matter
content and the Lagrangian.
When Σ is a two-torus, one can use the string
duality dictionary to conclude that this theory is
the N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory, whose gauge
group is determined by the type of the six dimen-
sional superconformal theory we started with. In
particular, for the A1 theory in six dimensions we
get the SU(2) theory in four dimensions. When
Σ is a genus g Riemann surface, Gaiotto argues
[28] one gets theN = 2 super-Yang-Mills with the
gauge group SU(2)3g−3 with 2g − 2 hypermulti-
plets transforming in the tri-fundamental repre-
sentations of some triples of SU(2)’s out of the
total 3g − 3 factors. The precise assignment of
these triplets is not unique, it is encoded in the
trivalent graph describing the maximal degenera-
tion of the complex structure of Σ. In particular,
the complexified gauge couplings of the SU(2)
groups are identified with the usual asymptotic
complex structure moduli corresponding to the
pinched handles on the degenerate Riemann sur-
face. In [28] more general theories, correspond-
ing to the genus g complex curves with n punc-
tures and some local data, assigning a complex
number νk to the puncture zk, were proposed.
In particular, the celebrated N = 2 SU(2) the-
ory with Nf = 4 fundamental hypermultiplets
corresponds to the genus 0 curve, a sphere, with
4 punctures. The one-dimensional moduli space
M0,4 ≈ CP1 of complex structures of the 4-
punctured sphere parametrizes the gauge cou-
pling of the SU(2) gauge group. Remarkably, this
theory already exhibits the non-trivial S-duality
of the N = 2 theory. There are three points of
the maximal degeneration inM0,4. In the neigh-
borhood of each point one identifies the gauge
theory with the SU(2) theory with four funda-
mental hypers, however, the relation between the
gauge couplings and the matter multiplet masses
in the three respective weak coupling regions is
nontrivial – these are not the same gauge groups
and not the same matter multiplets, as has been
already observed in [30] at the level of the Seiberg-
Witten curves. In particular, the triality exchang-
ing the representations of the global SO(8) sym-
metry group is identified in [28] with the modular
group of M0,4.
1.4. The Ω-background
Any N = 2 supersymmetric theory in four di-
mensions can be subject to the Ω-deformation.
This is achieved in three steps: i) given the
four dimensional theory T4 find a six dimensional
N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory T6, whose
dimensional reduction yields T4; ii) compactify
T6 on a manifold X
6 which is an R4 vector bun-
dle over the two-torus T2, of area r2 with a flat
Spin(4) = SU(2)+ × SU(2)− connection, whose
holonomies around the two non-contractible
cycles are (e
ir
2 Re(ε1+ε2)σ3 , e
ir
2 Re(ε1−ε2)σ3) and
(e
ir
2 Im(ε1+ε2)σ3 , e
ir
2 Im(ε1−ε2)σ3), respectively. In
addition, embed the SU(2)+ part of the flat con-
nection into the R-symmetry SU(2) of the six di-
mensional theory; iii) take the limit r → 0 while
keeping the complex numbers ε1, ε2 finite. In this
way we get the Ω-deformed theory on R4. The
parameters ε1, ε2 first appeared as the equivari-
ant parameters in the integrals over the instanton
and D-brane moduli spaces in [6], [31].
The embedding of SU(2)+ into the R-
symmetry group is not unique when there are
matter multiplets, as one can also embed SU(2)+
in the global symmetry group. In other words,
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the masses of the four dimensional matter multi-
plets can be shifted by the multiples of ε1 + ε2.
Also, one can formulate the Ω-deformed the-
ories on more general four-manifolds X4, it suf-
fices to have a U(1), or U(1)× U(1) isometry (it
should also be possible to extend this definition
to the manifolds with U(1)-invariant conformal
structure, but we shall not discuss this here). The
idea is to use the X4 bundle over T2 at the step
ii.) of the procedure above, twisted by the ele-
ments of the symmetry group of X4, which tend
to identity as r → 0.
In technical terms, this procedure amounts to
replacing the adjoint scalar σ in the N = 2 four
dimensional vector multiplet by the operator:
σ 7→ σ + ε1∇ϕ1 + ε2∇ϕ2 (8)
where ∂ϕ1 and ∂ϕ2 are the two vector fields on
X4 generating the U(1)× U(1) action.
In this paper, as in [17], we shall be interested
in a particular case of the Ω-deformation, where
ε2 = 0. In this case the four dimensional N = 2
super-Poincare invariance is reduced to the two
dimensional N = 2 super-Poincare. The param-
eter ε1 = h¯ is identified, in the spirit of [14],
[16] with the Planck constant of a quantum in-
tegrable system, obtained by the quantization of
the Seiberg-Witten integrable system correspond-
ing to T4.
One can think about this correspondence as a
simplified version of the M-theory/string theory
correspondence [32], in a sense that the Planck
constant of one theory is mapped to the geometric
parameter of the other.
1.5. Two dimensional flat connections and
higher dimensional gauge theory
The moduli space Mg,n;ν of flat connections
(or, which is the same, local systems) with the
gauge group G, on a genus g Riemann surface Σ
with a finite number n of punctures, with the pre-
scribed conjugacy classes ν of the monodromies
around the punctures, is a frequent player in the
studies of two, and three dimensional gauge theo-
ries, such as the Yang-Mills theory in two dimen-
sions [33], [9], and the Chern-Simons theory in
three dimensions [34]. In this context the case of
a compact group G is the most natural.
In the attempts to describe the two [35], [36],
[37], [38] or three [39] dimensional quantum grav-
ity using the formalism of vierbeins and spin con-
nections the non-compact gauge groups, such as
SL(2,R) or SL(2,C), become important.
Despite some progress [40], [41] along these
lines the satisfactory gauge theory construction of
the quantum gravity theory is still missing [42].
Recently, the moduli spaces of flat connections
Mg,n;ν on a Riemann surface Σ, with or with-
out punctures, with the complex gauge groups,
such as SL(2,C) or PGL(2,C) became ubiqui-
tous in the study of the four dimensional N = 2
supersymmetric gauge theories, obtained by the
compactification of the six dimensional (0, 2)-
superconformal theory of the A1 type, on a Rie-
mann surface Σ. In what follows we shall often
use a shorter notation MlocΣ or Mloc for Mg,n;ν .
A simple way of seeing the role of MlocΣ is to
compactify the theory on a circle S1Ra , of radius
Ra. On the one hand, the analysis of [43] shows
that the effective description of the resulting the-
ory is the three dimensional N = 4 supersym-
metric sigma model on a manifold Mtot which
is the total space of the Seiberg-Witten fibration
over the moduli space of vacua of the four di-
mensional theory, in other words, the complex
phase space of the Seiberg-Witten integrable sys-
tem. On the other hand, remembering the six di-
mensional (0,2) origin of the theory in four dimen-
sions, changing the order of compactification on Σ
and S1R we arrive at the picture where the five di-
mensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory with the gauge group SU(2) (for the gen-
eral A,D,E type (0,2) theory one gets the A,D,E
type Lie group as the gauge group), and the five
dimensional coupling
g25 = Ra
(so that the Yang-Mills instantons, which are the
solitons of the 4 + 1 dimensional theory, could be
identified with the Kaluza-Klein modes of the six
dimensional theory), is further compactified with
a partial twist on Σ. The partial twist makes two
out of five adjoint scalars in the vector multiplet
a one-form on Σ valued in the adjoint bundle.
In the limit of vanishing size of Σ we arrive
at the three dimensional theory which is clearly
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the sigma model on the moduli space of the min-
imal energy configurations, which are the com-
plex connections, A = A + iφ, which are flat,
F = dA + A ∧ A = 0, which are also D-flat,
D∗Aφ = 0, considered modulo gauge transforma-
tions. The D-flatness condition and the compact
gauge transformations together can be traded for
the invariance under the complex gauge transfor-
mations. Thus, we end up with the sigma model
on the moduli spaceMlocΣ of complex flat connec-
tions on Σ, also known as the GC-local systems.
The kinetic term of this sigma model is propor-
tional to 1
g25
= 1Ra , thus we are led to the conclu-
sion, as in [43], that the Ka¨hler class of the metric
on M as seen by the effective action is propor-
tional to 1Ra . The arguments of [43] involve the
electric-magnetic duality, and this is the way to
relate the two points of view we just reviewed.
1.6. The hyperka¨hler structure
The two descriptions of the effective target
space above are consistent. They just exhibit dif-
ferent complex structures on the same manifold.
The target space of the N = 4 sigma model in
three dimensions has to be a hyperka¨hler mani-
fold. For the theories we consider this manifold
is the moduli space MH of solutions of Hitchin’s
equations [44]:
Dzφz¯ = 0, Dz¯φz = 0,
Fzz¯ + [φz, φz¯] = 0
(9)
which is indeed hyperka¨hler (see [45] for the de-
tailed review of its properties). In the complex
structure (which is conventionally denoted by I)
where the components Az¯, φz of the gauge field
and the twisted scalar are holomorphic, the space
MH has the structure of the algebraic integrable
system [46], with the base being the space of holo-
morphic differentials of degrees d1, d2, . . . , dr, for
r = rk(G), Pi(φz) ∈ H0(Σ,KdiΣ ) for the degree
di invariant polynomials on Lie(G), and the fiber
being a (complement to a divisor in a) Jacobian
of the spectral curve C ⊂ T ∗Σ, defined by the
equation (for G = SU(N), for other Lie groups
see the review [47])
Det(φz − λ) = 0
In the complex structure J , where the holomor-
phic coordinates are the components
Az = Az + iφz, Az¯ = Az¯ + iφz¯,
MH is identified (up to the usual stability is-
sues) with the moduli space of the complex GC-
flat connections. Finally, K = IJ , and the K-
holomorphic coordinates are
Az + φz, Az¯ − φz¯
The complex structure J is natural, if one thinks
of the three dimensional theory as coming from
the compactification of the six dimensionalN = 1
gauge theory on a three manifold Σ× S1r′ , in the
limit r′ →∞.
To say that MH is hyperka¨hler means that
there exists the whole two-sphere of complex
structures,
I = aI + bJ + cK, I2 = −1,
for any (a, b, c), s.t. a2 + b2 + c2 = 1, and the
two-sphere of the corresponding Ka¨hler forms,
ωI = aωI + bωJ + cωK (10)
where
ωI =
∫
Σ
tr (δA ∧ δA− δφ ∧ δφ) (11)
ωJ =
∫
Σ
tr (δA ∧ ∗δφ) (12)
ωK =
∫
Σ
tr (δA ∧ δφ) (13)
For the compact Σ the form ωI realizes a non-
trivial cohomology class of MH , while ωJ and
ωK are cohomologically trivial. We shall normal-
ize the forms (10) in such a way that ωI realizes
the integral cohomology class, the restriction of
ωI onto the subvariety BunG where φ = 0 is, up
to the (2pii) multiple, the curvature of the canoni-
cal Hermitian connection on the determinant line
bundle L over BunG:
[ωI ]
∣∣∣∣
BunG
= c1 (L) (14)
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If the Riemann surface Σ has n > 0 punctures,
then all three symplectic forms ωI,J,K on the
moduli space of the solutions to Hitchin’s equa-
tions with the sources are, in general, cohomolog-
ically non-trivial.
1.7. From N = 2 4d gauge theory to 2d
N = (4, 4) sigma model
We can further compactify the theory on a cir-
cle S1Rb . On the one hand, this gives a two dimen-
sional N = (4, 4) sigma model with the same tar-
get space MH , whose Ka¨hler class is proportional
to Rb/Ra. More generally, if we start with the
(0, 2) theory and compactify it on Eρ ×Σ, where
Eρ is the elliptic curve with the complex modulus
ρ, we would get the two dimensional sigma model
on MH with the complexified Ka¨hler class
[$] = ρ[ωI ] (15)
The two dimensional N = 2 sigma model can be
topologically twisted to define an A model, which
depends on the symplectic structure of the target
space, or to define a B model, which depends on
the complex structure of the target space. The
N = (2, 2) theory can be twisted in an asymmet-
ric manner, so that the left- and the right- chiral-
ity worldsheet one-form fermions would transform
into the ∂¯-derivatives of the worldsheet bosons
which are holomorphic in the target space in two
different complex structures (I+, I−) (there are
also the generalizations involving the generalized
complex structures but we shall not need them,
see the discussion and the references in [45]).
1.8. Ω-deformation as the boundary condi-
tion
In topology, the G-equivariant cohomology of a
space Y with the free G-action is the ordinary co-
homology of the quotient space Y/G. As a mod-
ule over H∗(BG) (which is a polynomial ring)
this is a pure torsion, and so, upon localization
becomes trivial.
Similarly, the Ω-deformation of the gauge the-
ory living on a spacetime X4 with the free acting
U(1)×U(1) isometry is can be undone by a field
redefinition, and a redefinition of the couplings,
as explained, for X4 = T 2 × B2, in [48]. On
the other hand, as we reviewed in the previous
section, the four dimensional gauge theory com-
pactified on T 2, reduces, at low energy, to the
sigma model on the total space of the Seiberg-
Witten fibration. The relation (15) gets modified,
as the effective Ka¨hler parameter ρ and the effec-
tive complex structure parameter τ (the asymp-
totic gauge coupling) get mixed with the param-
eters ε1, ε2 of the Ω-deformation.
If U(1) × U(1) acts on the four-manifold X4
with the fixed points, then the transformation
mapping the gauge theory to the sigma model
is valid approximately, outside the fixed locus.
We can view the worldsheet B2 = X4/T 2 of the
sigma model as a two-manifold with corners, per-
haps non-compact, and replace the effects of the
Ω-deformation, which cannot be removed near
the boundary ∂B2, by some boundary conditions,
i.e. the branes in the sigma model.
It is argued in [48] that at the smooth con-
nected component of the boundary ∂B2 the corre-
sponding brane can be interpreted as a (A,B,A)
brane, which, depending on the duality frame,
is either the so-called canonical coisotropic brane
(the cc-brane Bcc, for short), or a particular com-
plex (in the complex structure J) Lagrangian
(with respect to ωI and ωK) brane, known as
the brane of opers BOτ , in the case of the SU(2)
Hitchin moduli space MH . This brane depends
on the complex structure τ of the Riemann sur-
face Σ, while the topological field theory, in which
it is BRST invariant, does not.
The components at infinity ∂B2∞ = B
2\B2 also
come with some boundary conditions, both in the
gauge theory, and in the effective sigma model. It
was argued in [48] that the corresponding branes
B∞γ also correspond to the middle-dimensional
complex Lagrangians Lγ of the (A,B,A)-type,
which, unlike Oτ , are defined in topological terms
(i.e. these do not depend on the complex struc-
ture of Σ), yet may depend on some combinatorial
data γ.
From now on we shall be discussing the A1 type
theories. To describe the branes Bcc,BOτ ,B∞γ in
more detail we need to discuss the geometry of
the moduli space of flat connections.
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1.9. Two two dimensional theories
Suppose we study the four dimensional theory
on the manifold X4 = C2×S1×R1, where C2 is
topologically a disk, with the cigar metric:
ds2C2 = dr
2 + f(r)dϕ21 (16)
Where f(r) ∼ r2 for r → 0 and f(r) ∼ R2, for
r →∞, for some constant R. Let ϕ2 be the angu-
lar coordinate on the second S1. The base B2 is,
in this case, the half-plane R+ ×R. Suppose we
turn on the Ω-deformation corresponding to the
isometry rotating C2, i.e. the isometry generated
by ∂/∂ϕ1.
On the one hand, we can relate this theory to
the sigma model with the worldsheet B2, as in
[48]. The sigma model brane corresponding to
the boundary r = 0 is Bcc or its T-dual BOτ .
The other ”boundary”, at r →∞, leads to some
asymptotic boundary condition, which we view as
the brane B∞, or B∞γ if we want to specify the
type γ of the boundary conditions. We shall call
this viewpoint the theory Trt
On the other hand, we can view this theory as
a two dimensional N = (2, 2) gauge theory with
the worldsheet S1×R1, with an infinite number of
fields, as in [17]. The Ω-deformation corresponds,
in this two dimensional language, to turning on
the twisted mass ε, corresponding to the global
symmetry U(1), which is the rotation of C2. We
shall call this two dimensional theory the theory
T2t.
The two dimensional theory has at low energies
(in the sense of the theory on S1×R1) a descrip-
tion of the sigma model on the complexified Car-
tan subalgebra tC of the gauge group, with the
effective twisted superpotential W˜eff(σ; τ ;m, ε).
Here σ denotes the flat coordinates on tC, τ
denotes the four dimensional complexified gauge
couplings, which are identified, for the A1 the-
ories, with the complex moduli of Σ in a suit-
able parametrization, m denotes the masses of the
matter multiplets in four dimensions, and finally
ε is the parameter of the Ω-background which is
viewed as the two dimensional twisted mass. This
superpotential can be split as a sum of two con-
tributions: a contribution of the fixed point in C2
and a contribution of the boundary at infinity:
W˜eff(σ, τ,m, ε, γ) =
ε (WOτ (σ/ε,m/ε)−W∞(σ/ε,m/ε, γ))
(17)
The contribution WOτ (σ/ε;m/ε) of the fixed
point is computed from the asymptotics of the
Z-function as follows [17]:
WOτ (α, ν) =
1
ε
Limε2→0 ε2logZ(αε, τ, νε; ε, ε2)
(18)
The left hand side is independent of ε, as follows
from the asymptotic conformal invariance of the
gauge theory under consideration.
The contribution of the region at infinity
W∞(α; ν, γ) is independent of τ . This is demon-
strated by observing [22] that the gauge the-
ory subject to the Ω-deformation is extremely
weakly coupled far away from the fixed points
of the action of the isometry involved in the Ω-
background. So we do not expect anything inter-
esting to come from the bulk, however, if we cut
the cigar C2 at some finite value of r to have an
infrared regulator, then we may expect some ef-
fective three dimensional supersymmetric gauge
theory to live on the product of the circle at in-
finity S1∞ and the cylinder S
1 × R1, in analogy
with the analysis of [49], [50]. Compared to the
situation studied there we have half the super-
symmetry, so the three dimensional theory has
only four supercharges, and upon compactifica-
tion on S1∞ generates a twisted superpotential, of
the form studied in [14],[15]
W∞(α; ν, γ) ∼
∑
`
Li2(e
`(α,ν)) (19)
where the sum is over the charged matter fields,
and ` is the linear function of the gauge multiplet
scalar vevs and the masses. The degrees of free-
dom living at S1∞ depend on some combinatorial
data γ which we shall make more explicit later,
but we shall not attempt to identify the bound-
ary theory and the corresponding superpotential
more precisely. Instead, we focus on WOτ .
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1.10. Twisted superpotential as the gener-
ating function
Our main conjecture is as follows:
The effective twisted superpotential of the the-
ory on S1 ×R1 obtained by localizing at the fixed
point in C2 is essentially the difference of the gen-
erating functions of the Lagrangian subvarieties
Oτ and Lγ in Mloc, defined with respect to the
appropriate Darboux coordinate system on Mloc.
The supersymmetric vacua of the theory T2t cor-
respond to the intersection points v ∈ Oτ ∩ Lγ ,
which are also the vacua of the theory Trt subject
to the appropriate D-brane boundary conditions.
This statement can be viewed as the improve-
ment on the result of A. Beilinson and V. Drin-
feld. They show in [51] that upon the holomor-
phic quantization of the Hitchin system for the
group G the spectrum (in the sense of commuta-
tive algebra) of twisted differential operators, e.g.
the abstract quantum commuting Hamiltonians,
identifies canonically with Oτ for the dual group
LG. In this paper we will concentrate on
G = PGL(2, C), LG = SL(2, C) .
Our point is that in the Darboux coordinate sys-
tem (α, β) the generating function WOτ (α, ν) of
the variety of opers,
β =
∂WOτ (α, ν)
∂α
(20)
is essentially the Yang-Yang function of the
quantum Hitchin system. More precisely, the
Yang-Yang function Y(α, ν, τ, γ) of the quantum
Hitchin system depends on the complex structure
τ of Σ (as does the Hitchin’s integrable system)
and on the choice of the ”real slice”, which defines
the space of states Hγ . Our claim is:
Y(α, ν, τ ; γ) =WOτ (α, ν)−Wγ(α, ν) (21)
i.e. up to a τ -independent piece the twisted su-
perpotential WOτ (α, ν) computed by the four di-
mensional instanton calculus (18) is the Yang-
Yang function. Indeed, the coordinates (α, β) are
defined up to 2piiZ, so the Bethe equation
∂Y(α, ν, τ, γ)
∂αk
= 2piink, nk ∈ Z (22)
determines the spectrum
Ek(~n) =
∂Y(α, ν, τ, γ)
∂τk
(23)
of the quantum Hitchin system. Let us clar-
ify the meaning of (23). The classical Hamil-
tonians of the A1 type Hitchin system are the
quadratic differentials with the second order poles
at the punctures, with the prescribed leading
singularity. More precisely, given a basis µz(k)z¯,
k = 1, . . . , 3g−3+n, of the Beltrami differentials
which correspond to the variations of the complex
structure of the punctured Σ,
µz(k)z¯ ↔
∂
∂τk
(24)
we compute:
Hk =
∫
Σ
µz(k)z¯Trφ
2
z (25)
Upon the deformation quantization Hk become
the elements of the noncommutative ring (one has
to talk about the sheaf of D-modules to actu-
ally see the noncommutative algebras, since the
globally defined objects form a commutative sub-
algebra, [51]), whose spectrum we wish to de-
termine. One has to specify the space of states
on which we represent both the noncommutative
algebra and its commutative subalgebra of the
quantum integrals of motion. This is done (indi-
rectly) by picking up a Lagrangian submanifold
Lγ . At the moment it is hard to make this con-
struction explicit, since it involves the T-duality
along the fibers of the Hitchin fibration. See
[52],[48] for more details. The formula (23) ac-
tually makes sense even without specifying the
space of states. It reflects the canonical identifica-
tion [51] of the spectrum of the commutative alge-
bra of the quantized Hitchin’s Hamiltonians (the
twisted differential operators on BunG) with the
variety of opers. Indeed, Oτ is a Lagrangian sub-
manifold inMloc. As we vary the complex struc-
ture τ infinitesimally, the corresponding variation
of the Lagrangian submanifold is described by a
closed one-form defined on Oτ , i.e. a holomor-
phic function, since the variety of opers is simply-
connected. This function can be computed locally
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using the Hamilton-Jacobi equation which gives
(23) in the ”static gauge” where to view the de-
formation of Oτ while keeping α, the ”Lagrangian
half of the monodromy data”, fixed.
Let us conclude with a few comments. In the
context of the quantum integrable systems the
Yang-Yang function is defined as a potential for
Bethe equations, which is unique up to a con-
stant which could be function of the parameters
of the system, such as the complex structure pa-
rameters τ in our case. This ambiguity can be
partly fixed by requiring that the derivatives of
the Yang-Yang function with respect to the pa-
rameters τk correspond to the suitably normal-
ized operators Φk, forming a basis in the space of
quantum integrals of motion.
The eigenvalue Ek(~n) in (23) is calculated on
the solutions of (22) and depends on the discrete
parameters ~n. Obviously, the ambiguity we re-
ferred to above does not affect the differences
Ek(~n)− Ek(~n′) of levels.
We would like to stress that both Eqs. (22),
(23) make sense for any choice of the Darboux
coordinates on Mloc, as they express in coordi-
nates two geometric facts: i) The eigenstates of
the quantum system correspond to the intersec-
tion points v of two Lagrangian submanifolds in
Mloc; ii) the eigenvalues of the quantum Hamil-
tonians are the functions on the variety of opers
which generate its deformations corresponding to
the variations of the complex structure of Σ, eval-
uated at the intersection points v. The way we
presented these equations uses the understanding
of the Bethe/Gauge correspondence [14], [15], [16]
developed in [17] for the case of the two dimen-
sional Ω-background. Another, closely connected
relation, was developed in [53] where it has been
demonstrated that in the general Ω-background
the Z-function gives the conformal block of some
two dimensional conformal field theory, which
were identified for a large class of gauge theo-
ries. The two dimensional Ω-background maps
to the classical limit of the [53] correspondence
on the conformal field theory side, which is obvi-
ous from the definitions (18), (21) and expressions
(22), (23). Thus it should be possible to see (23),
which states that Ek can be expressed in terms of
some potential, in any Darboux coordinate sys-
tem, as follows from the interpretation given in
[48], purely in conformal field theory without any
use of [53], which was indeed done in [54] for genus
zero with punctures. Stated this way, purely in
the language of conformal field theory, the re-
lation (23) reminds another relation in classical
Liouville theory (for special values of ν) known
from [55] with Y being replaced by the holomor-
phic part of the classical Liouville action. These
relations with [54], as well as with other CFT pa-
pers mentioned above, must have profound con-
sequences.
In this sense the equations (22), (23) do not
determine the Yang-Yang function Y(α, τ, ν, γ).
However, once both α and β coordinates are fixed,
the Yang-Yang function is determined by the La-
grangian submanifolds Oτ and Lγ , and the claim
that the τ -dependent piece coincides with the lo-
calized four dimensional gauge theory twisted su-
perpotential (18) becomes quite nontrivial. It
would not be true if instead of our (α, β) coordi-
nates one took, e.g., Fock-Goncharov coordinates
[56], which are used in [29] with much success.
2. Geometry of the moduli space of flat
connections
Recall that we use the notationsMg,n;ν , MlocΣ
or Mloc interchangeably.
2.1. Moduli of flat connections: explicit
description
The moduli space Mg,n;ν of flat connections
is the space of equivalence classes of the homo-
morphisms of the fundamental group of the n-
punctured genus g surface to the gauge group G,
with the condition that the conjugacy class [gk]
of the image of the simple loop gk surrounding
the k’th puncture lands in a particular conju-
gacy class in G, which we label by νk. In case
G = SL(2,C) we view νk as a complex number
modulo the action of the affine Weyl group which
flips the sign of νk and shifts it by an integer. The
invariant is the trace mk ∈ C of the monodromy
gk around the puncture zk:
mk = 2 cos(2piνk) = tr(gk) (26)
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Figure 1. Generators of pi1
(
S2\{z1, . . . , zn}
)
To be more precise we shall study the mod-
uli space of flat G connections on a surface
Σ with n small disks removed. This moduli
space can be identified, very simply, with the
space of (2g + n)-tuples of the elements of G,
(a1,b1, . . . ,ag,bg; g1, . . . , gn), obeying:
gngn−1 . . . g2g1
g∏
l=1
albla
−1
l b
−1
l = 1 (27)
considered up to a simultaneous conjugation:
(a1,b1, . . . ,ag,bg; g1, . . . , gn) ∼ (28)
(h−1a1h, h−1b1h, . . . , h−1agh, h−1bgh;
h−1g1h, . . . , h−1gnh),
for any h ∈ G, and with the fixed conjugacy
classes, which for G = SL(2,C) reads as tr(gk) =
2 cos(2piνk).
This identification depends upon the choice of
the generators of the fundamental group of the
complement Σ\{z1, . . . , zn}, as in the Fig. 1:
From now we assume (ν1, . . . , νn) which allows
us to think of the space of functions onMg,n;ν as
of the polynomial ring generated by the traces of
monodromies around the noncontractible loops.
This could be viewed as a definition of theMg,n;ν
as of an affine variery.
Alternatively, one could choose a subset of sta-
ble points. This choice depends, in turn, on the
n-tuple of real numbers r1, . . . , rn. To implement
this procedure properly one needs to use the full
set of Hitchin’s equations [44] with the delta func-
tion sources (see, e.g. [12], [57], [58], [59], [60],
[61]). We shall not discuss this any further.
2.2. The symplectic form
The moduli space of flat connections on a com-
pact Riemann surface is a symplectic manifold
[33], with the symplectic form written on the
space of all connections as:
Ω =
∫
Σ
Tr δA ∧ δA (29)
When one studies the moduli of flat connections
on a surface with boundaries, one may use the
Poisson description. Also, in the finite dimen-
sional description of the moduli space, e.g. as
in (27) one can realize the Poisson structure on
the moduli space as descending from that on the
space of graph connections, [62],[63], [64]. Al-
ternatively, one may use the formalism of [56] to
describe the symplectic form and some set of Dar-
boux coordinates (which are different from the co-
ordinates (α, β) which we introduce below!) asso-
ciated with the triangulations of Σ with marked
points (this formalism works if there is at least
one puncture). See also [65], [66], [67], [68].
Using any of the formalisms above, or even
the basic formula (29) which defines the Pois-
son structure on the space of all connections one
deduces that the Poisson bracket of the Wilson
loops in the fundamental representation is given
by the ”skein-relations” [66], [67]:{
trP exp
∮
γ1
A, trP exp
∮
γ2
A
}
=
(30)
1
2
∑
x∈γ1∩γ2
(
trP exp
∮
γ+x,1,2
A− trP exp
∮
γ−x,1,2
A
)
where the loops γ±x,1,2 are obtained by removing
a small neighborhood of the intersection point x
and replacing it by two arcs making a single loop,
as in the Fig.2:
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Figure 2. The intersecting loops γ1, γ2 and the
simple loops γ±x,1,2
2.2.1. The case of a sphere with four punc-
tures
Let us study first the case of g = 0, n = 4 in
some detail. Let ν = (ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4). The moduli
space M0,4;ν has the complex dimension two:
M0,4;ν =
{
(g1, g2, g3) ∈ G×3
∣∣∣∣ tr(gi) = mi, i = 1, 2, 3tr(g3g2g1) = m4
}/
G
(31)
where G acts by simultaneous conjugation
(g1, g2, g3) 7→
(
h−1g1h, h−1g2h, h−1g3h
)
. The
generators of the coordinate ring of M0,4;ν can
be taken to be:
A = m12 = tr(g1g2),
B = m23 = tr(g2g3),
C = m13 = tr(g1g3)
(32)
with one polynomial relation (which is easy to
verify)
W0,4(A,B,C) = 0,
W0,4 = ABC +A
2 +B2 + C2 − 4
−A(m3m4 +m1m2)
−B(m1m4 +m2m3)
−C(m1m3 +m2m4)
+m21 +m
2
2 +m
2
3 +m
2
4 +m1m2m3m4
(33)
Figure 3. The A and B loops
The application of the rule (30) to the loops
drawn around the pairs of points z1, z2 and z2, z3,
respectively, as in the Fig.3: gives rise to the dif-
ference of two loops,
{A,B} = C+ − C−
drawn on Fig. 4, which can be expressed via A,B,
and C as follows:
C+ = tr(g−12 g1g2g3) = (34)
−C −AB +m1m3 +m2m4,
C− = C
and also as the derivative of W0,4:
{A,B} = ∂W0,4
∂C
(35)
In arriving at (34) we used the following identity
for the SL(2) matrices:
tr(g)tr(h) = tr(gh) + tr(gh−1) (36)
which can also be expressed graphically: for any
x ∈ γ1 ∩ γ2:
trP exp
∮
γ1
A× trP exp
∮
γ2
A =
trP exp
∮
γ+x12
A+ trP exp
∮
γ−x12
A
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Figure 4. The C+ and C− loops
We can parametrize A,B,C with the help of
the Darboux coordinates on M0,4;ν , (α, β), i.e.
{α, β} = 1,
A = eα + e−α ,
B(A2 − 4) + 2(m2m3 +m1m4)−A(m1m3 +m2m4)
= (eβ + e−β)
√
c12(A)c34(A) ,
(2C +AB −m1m3 −m2m4)
(
eα − e−α) =
=
(
eβ − e−β)√c12(A)c34(A)
(37)
where
cij(A) = A
2 +m2i +m
2
j −Amimj − 4
2.2.2. The case of a torus with one punc-
ture
Now consider the case g = 1, n = 1. The
moduli space is:
M1,1;ν =
{
(g,h) ∈ G×2
∣∣∣∣ tr(ghg−1h−1) = m}/G (38)
and it can be coordinatized by
A = tr(g), B = tr(h), C = tr(gh), (39)
which obey the relation
W1,1(A,B,C) = 0
W1,1 = A
2 +B2 + C2 −ABC −m− 2 (40)
and the Poisson bracket of, e.g. A and B is easily
computed to be
{A,B} = C − 1
2
AB (41)
Now the local coordinates α, β, on M1,1;ν , s.t.
A = eα + e−α ,
B =
(
eβ/2 + e−β/2
)√A2 −m− 2
A2 − 4
C =
(
eα+β/2 + e−α−β/2
)√A2 −m− 2
A2 − 4
(42)
are the Darboux coordinates for (41). Inciden-
tally, the coordinates α, β in (42) are the coor-
dinate and momentum in the two-body relativis-
tic Calogero-Moser system with the coupling con-
stant ν, the so-called Rujsenaars-Schneider sys-
tem, whose Hamiltonian is B, see [11].
2.2.3. The braid and modular group ac-
tions
The set of generators A,B,C, . . . of the ring
of polynomial functions on Mloc depends on the
choice of the generators of the fundamental group
of the (punctured) surface Σ, and so do the coor-
dinates α, β defined by (37), (42). For example,
in the genus one case, the monodromies (g,h) are
defined with respect to some choice of the A and
B cycles. An equally good choice is, e.g. (g,hgn),
for any n ∈ Z. The corresponding (α, β) coordi-
nates transform to (α, β ± 2nα). There are anal-
ogous formulae in the genus zero case. We shall
discuss them below.
3. The Darboux coordinates
In this section we describe the coordinate sys-
tem on the moduli space Mg,n;ν of flat SL2(C)
connections on the punctured Riemann surface
with the fixed conjugacy classes of the mon-
odromies around the punctures.
3.1. The coordinate charts from the pant
decomposition
We cover Mg,n;ν by the coordinate charts UΓ
labelled by the points Γ ∈ Mg,n in the Deligne-
Mumford moduli stack of stable curves of genus
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g with n punctures, corresponding to the maxi-
mally degenerate Riemann surfaces. These points
are in one-to-one correspondence with the tri-
valent graphs Γ with b1(Γ) = g with n tails. Such
a graph has 3g − 3 + n internal edges (the edge
is called internal if neither of its endpoints is a
tail), and 2g − 2 + n internal (i.e. trivalent) ver-
tices. This data is equivalent to a choice of the
pant decomposition of Σ.
To each internal edge e we assign a pair (αe, βe)
of complex numbers, with some discrete identifi-
cations. The edge e corresponds to a simple loop
γe on Σ which gets contracted at the degenera-
tion of the complex structure, corresponding to
Γ. The holonomy around this loop determines αe
(up to the obvious indeterminancy):
trP exp
∮
γe
A = eαe + e−αe (43)
The rule of computing the dual coordinate βe is
the following. There are two situations: the two
endpoints of the edge e are disctinct, in which
case we call e the genus 0 edge, or the two end-
points coincide, in which case we call e the genus
1 edge. Each of the two endpoints of the genus
0 edge e has two other edges emanating, some of
them could be tails, some of them could be iden-
tical, see the Figs. 5. By cutting open the simple
loops on Σ corresponding to the edges emanating
out of the two end-points of e, we get a sphere
with four holes, which is cut out of Σ. Let us
enumerate these holes, so that the two holes on
the one end are 1 and 2, and the other two are 3
and 4. The flat connection on Σ restricts to the
flat connection on the four-holed sphere, and de-
fines the invariant functions, A, B, C, as in (32).
Then, α and β defined by (37) are the αe and βe,
corresponding to the edge e. We could have mis-
labeled the two edges emanating from one end of
e. This would have replaced βe by βe ± αe.
For the genus 1 edge the situation is similar,
except that there is only one simple loop to cut,
which extracts out of Σ a one-holed torus. The re-
striction of flat connection onto this torus defines
the invariant functions A,B and C as in (39).
Then, using (42) we define the (αe, βe) pair for
the local genus 1 edge.
Figure 5. The genus 0 edges
Figure 6. The genus 1 edges
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3.1.1. A little bit of geometry
In this section we shall review some stan-
dard facts about the geometry of symplectic sur-
faces, the complexification of the Euclidean and
Lobachevsky geometries, and the spaces of poly-
gons.
We shall construct a complex version of the
spherical and hyperbolic geometry of polygons in
M3 = S3 or M3 = H3. It turns out that the Dar-
boux coordinates α and β of the previous consid-
erations can be viewed as describing the geometry
of quadrangles in the M3C ≈ G. The justification
for the somewhat involved analysis of the simple
geometry is that the generalization of the Dar-
boux coordinates for n > 4 turns out to describe
the n-gons in G.
Let us view the group G as the affine hypersur-
face in the four dimensional complex vector space
V = C4 = Mat2(C) of the 2×2 complex matrices.
We endow V with the complex metric:
〈X,Y 〉 = 1
2
(tr(XY )− trXtrY ) (44)
which is clearly invariant under the action of the
group G×G:
X 7→ (gL, gR) ·X = gLXg−1R (45)
The group G is realized as a hypersurface:
〈g, g〉 = 1 ⇔ g ∈ G (46)
The metric (44) induces a complex metric on G:
ds2G =
1
2
trdg2− 1
2
(trdg)2 = −1
2
tr
(
g−1dg
)2
(47)
where we used the identity in G ⊂ Mat2×2(C):
g + g−1 = trg · 1 (48)
The volume form dg11dg12dg21dg22 on V induces
the volume form volG =
1
8pi2 tr
(
g−1dg
)3
on G
which is normalized so as to have a period 1 on
the compact three-cycle S3 ⊂ G.
Given four elements g1, g2, g3, g4 ∈ G, which
obey g4g3g2g1 = 1, we construct the complexi-
fied analogue of the hyperbolic tetrahedron ∆ (see
the Figure) . The vertices of ∆ are the points:
(v1 = 1, v2 = g1, v3 = g2g1, v4 = g3g2g1). Let us
introduce the Gram matrix of ∆:
C = ‖cij‖i,j=1...4, cij = cji = 〈vi, vj〉 (49)
We shall assume this matrix non-degenerate,
Det(C) 6= 0. This implies that the vectors
v1, . . . , v4 are linearly independent. In particular,
since 〈vi, vi〉 = 1 for any i, we have that cij 6= ±1
for any i 6= j. Let us introduce the (hyperbolic)
angle αij , via
cosh(αij) = cij (50)
The choice of αij given cij is of course not
unique, even up to a shift by 2piiZ. To fix the
choice of αij as a unique element in C/2piiZ, one
can pick sij = sinh(αij) in addition to cij . The
edge eij connecting the vertices vi and vj is the
intersection of the two dimensional complex plane
Eij = Span(vi, vj) ⊂ V and G:
eij = Eij ∩G =
{t1vi+t2vj | t21+t22+2t1t2cij = 1, t1, t2 ∈ C } (51)
We can identify eij with a copy of C
×, using the
explicit parametrization: for z ∈ C×,
t1 =
e2αij − z2
z(e2αij − 1) (52)
t2 =
eαij (z2 − 1)
z(e2αij − 1)
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The metric (47) restricts to eij , as
ds2eij = −
(
dz
z
)2
. (53)
Thus, on eij , the complex metric (53) is a square
of a (1, 0)-differential ds = idz/z. The ”length” of
the edge lij is the period of ds along the one-chain
connecting the vertices vi and vj , which in the z-
coordinate is a path Cij connecting the points 1
and eαij .∫
Cij
ds = αij mod 2piiZ (54)
The face fijk of the the tetrahedron, with
the vertices vi, vj , vk, is the intersection of the
three complex dimensional vector space Fijk =
Span(vi, vj , vk) ⊂ V and G:
fijk = Fijk ∩G =
{ t1vi + t2vj + t3vk | t1, t2, t3 ∈ C, (55)
t21 + t
2
2 + t
2
3 + 2t1t2cij + 2t1t3cik + 2t2t3cjk = 1 }
The manifold fijk is diffeomorphic to T
∗S2.
Given two faces, fijk and fjkl, with the common
edge ljk, we define the angle βil between them, as
the angle between the planes Fijk and Fjkl. The
latter is defined as the angle between the normal
lines, nijk and njkl, once a coorientation of the
faces fijk and fjkl is picked. Let us explain what
it is.
The normal line n to a three-dimensional vector
subspace F ⊂ V is defined as the one-dimensional
complex line in V , n ⊂ V , orthogonal, in the sense
of the metric (44), to F : for any f ∈ F , 〈f, n〉 = 0.
There are two vectors of unit norm in n, which
differ by a sign. A choice of one of these two unit
norm vectors is the choice of the coorientation of
F in V . We shall denote the unit norm vector in
n by the same letter n.
Once the coorientation is fixed, the angle is de-
fined via:
cosh(βil) = 〈nijk, njkl〉 (56)
A change of coorientation of one of the two planes
changes the angle β to pii− β. This ambiguity is
in addition to the ambiguity β 7→ −β, and β 7→
β + 2piik, k ∈ Z.
Let us now make the following useful obser-
vation (cf. [69]): Let LC be the matrix of the
hyperbolic cosines of the dihedral angles βij :
LC = ‖cosh(βij)‖4i,j=1 (57)
Then:
LC = 1√C∨d C∨ 1√C∨d (58)
where C∨ = Det(C)C−1 is the matrix of the mi-
nors of C, and C∨d is its diagonal part, e.g.
cosh(βij) =
C∨ij√
C∨iiC∨jj
(59)
The coorientation ambiguity in the definition of
the β angles is the reason for the square root am-
biguity in (59). To demonstrate (59) let us note
that the vectors
v∨i =
4∑
j=1
C∨ijvj (60)
obey
〈v∨i , vk〉 = Det(C)δik (61)
and
〈v∨i , v∨j 〉 = Det(C)C∨ij (62)
Therefore, we can choose the normal vectors to
be
nijk = εijkl
v∨l√
Det(C)C∨ll
(63)
from which (59) follows immediately.
We can interpret the matrix LC as the Gram
matrix of the dual tetrahedron
L∆ ⊂ LG = PGL(2,C)
whose vertices are the normals to the faces of ∆
up to a choice of orientation. Now let us return
to the study of the moduli space M0,4;~ν . We as-
sign to every point in a finite cover of M0,4;ν a
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Figure 7. The degeneration points in M0,4
tetrahedron (perhaps, degenerate) in G, up to the
action of the group G×G of the isometries of the
metric (44). The vertices of the tetrahedron can
be chosen to be:
(v1, v2, v3, v4) = (1, g1, g2g1, g3g2g1) (64)
The corresponding Gram matrix is readily com-
puted:
C = 1
2

2 m1 A m4
m1 2 m2 B
A m2 2 m3
m4 B m3 2
 (65)
which gives
−4C∨22 = c34(A), −4C∨44 = c12(A),
8C∨24 = B(A2 − 4)−A(m1m3 +m2m4) (66)
+2(m2m3 +m1m4)
3.1.2. The Darboux coordinates for M0,4;ν
We are now in position to state the definition
of our coordinates in the case of the 4-punctured
sphere. There are three points of the maximal
degeneration of the complex structure which cor-
respond to the s, t, and u channel tree scattering
graphs. These degenerations collide the points
1− 2, 3− 4, the points 1− 4, 2− 3 and the points
1−3, 2−4, respectively, see the Fig. 7. We cover
Figure 8. The (αs, βs) and (αt, βt) coordinates
the moduli space of flat connections by three co-
ordinate charts. Each chart Ui has the coordi-
nates (αi, βi), where i = s, t, u. The relation of
(αs, βs), and (αt, βt) coordinates to the flat con-
nection on the 4-punctured sphere with the basic
holonomies g1,2,3 is depicted in the Fig. 8. The
coordinates (αu, βu) are obtained by applying the
modular group action:
(g1, g2, g3) 7→
(
g2, g2g1g
−1
2 , g3
)
(67)
which maps the tetrahedron with the vertices
(1, g1, g2g1, g3g2g1) to the tetrahedron with the
vertices (1, g2, g2g1, g3g2g1).
3.1.3. The Darboux coordinates for M0,n;ν
are defined analogously, and can be given
a geometric interpretation in terms of the
geometry of a polygon with the vertices
(1, g1, g2g1, . . . , gn−1gn−2 . . . g2g1) which is cut by
n − 3 diagonals onto n − 2 (complexified hyper-
bolic or spherical) triangles. The coordinate αi,
i = 1, . . . , n−3 is the hyperbolic length of the di-
agonal di, while the coordinate βi is the dihedral
angle between the two adjacent triangles, which
share the common edge di, see Fig. 9 for the case
of n = 7.
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Figure 9. From the tree graph to the polygon
triangulated by the diagonals
3.1.4. The coordinate transformations
It is interesting to look at the coordinate trans-
formations which glue our coordinate systems on
the overlaps UΓ ∩ UΓ′ . It suffices to discuss the
overlaps where the two graphs Γ and Γ′ differ in
exactly one genus 0 edge, or in exactly one genus
1 edge. In the first case the basic transformation
is (αs, βs) 7→ (αt, βt) in the case of M0,4;ν . Re-
call that the canonical transformations, i.e. the
transformations preserving the symplectic form,
are generated by a function, the so-called gener-
ating function: S0,4(αs, αt;~ν), such that:
βs =
∂S0,4
∂αs
, βt =
∂S0,4
∂αt
(68)
Using the formulae of [70] one can easily de-
rive that S0,4(αs, αt, ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4) is the hyper-
bolic volume of the tetrahedron L∆, which is dual
to the tetrahedron ∆ (Fig. 8) whose edges have
the lengths
αs, αt, µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4 .
where µk = 2piiνk. The explicit formula can be
derived using [69] (see also [70], [71], [72], [73]):
Let
V1 = αs + µ1 + µ2
V2 = αs + µ3 + µ4
V3 = αt + µ1 + µ4
V4 = αt + µ2 + µ3
H1 = µ1 + µ2 + µ3 + µ4
H2 = αs + αt + µ1 + µ3
H3 = αs + αt + µ2 + µ4
H4 = 0
Then:
S0,4(αs, αt, ~ν) =
1
2
4∑
a=1
[
Li2
(
w+e
Va)− Li2 (w−eVa)
−Li2
(
w+e
Ha)+ Li2 (w−eHa)]
(69)
where w± are the two different roots of the
(quadratic in w) equation:
4∏
a=1
(1− weVa) =
4∏
a=1
(1− weHa) (70)
For the genus 1 edge the formalism is similar and
we shall not present it here.
3.1.5. The Hamiltonian flows and bending
Fix Γ and consider the Hamiltonian flows gen-
erated by the Poisson-commuting functions Ae =
eαe + e−αe , for all edges e. These flows generate
a complexified integrable system. Its real slices
include the Fenchel-Nielsen twistings on the Te-
ichmu¨ller space and Goldman flows [68] on the
moduli space of SU(2) flat connections.
In our coordinates the flow generated by αe acts
very simply: βe is shifted while αe′ ’s and βe′ for
e′ 6= e are unchanged. It is amusing to see the
action of this flow on the monodromy data of a
flat connection A. We shall do it for the g =
0, n = 4 case.
Thus, let us take α as a Hamiltonian, and let
us try to find out what is the Hamiltonian flow
Ut generated by it. Of course, in the (α, β) co-
ordinates this is trivial: Ut : (α, β) 7→ (α, β +
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t). Let us calculate the effect of this trans-
formation on the flat connection A, which we
parametrize by the gauge equivalence class of the
triple (g1, g2, g3, g4), with g4g3g2g1 = 1. We
claim:
Ut : (g1, g2, g3, g4) 7→ (g1, g2, e−tJg3etJ , e−tJg4etJ)
(71)
where we have introduced a normalized Lie al-
gebra element J , a traceless 2 × 2 matrix with
the eigenvalues ± 12 , trJ = 0, trJ2 = 12 , such
that:
g2g1 = e
2αJ . (72)
Indeed, let
Bt = tr(g2e
−tJg3etJ) (73)
Using the identity for the SL2 matrices:
e2tαJ =
sinh (1− t)α
sinhα
+
sinh tα
sinhα
e2αJ .
we can easily compute:
Bt(A
2 − 4) + 2 (m2m3 +m1m4)−
A (m1m3 +m2m4) =
2 cosh(β + t)
√
c12(A)c34(A)
which establishes (71).
In the general g = 0 case, the Hamiltonian flow
generated by αe corresponding to the edge e, and
the corresponding diagonal de (as in the Fig. 9),
has a very simple geometric interpretation (mod-
ulo the complexification): one simply bends the
hyperbolic n-gon along the diagonal de. The an-
gle of bending corresponding to Ut is equal to t.
This is a complexified version of the constructions
in [66], [74], [75], [76].
4. The brane of opers
In this section we study briefly the so-called
brane of opers in the sigma model with the tar-
get spaceMlocΣ . This is a (A,B,A) type D-brane
BOτ , which corresponds to the J-complex ΩJ -
Lagrangian submanifold Oτ ⊂ MlocΣ , described
in [77]. In fact, locally Mloc is foliated by the
varieties of SL2-opers for different complex struc-
tures on Σ, as expressed by the local identification
of the moduli space of flat SL2-connections with
the moduli space of projective structures [78], see
also [38], [79].
Roughly speaking, a flat connection A =
Azdz + Az¯dz¯ is a G-oper, if the gauge equiva-
lence class of A¯ = Az¯dz¯ defines a particular holo-
morphic G-bundle on Σ, which is determined by
the complex structure of Σ. For G = SL2(C)
this bundle is such that the associated rank two
vector bundle is the (unique up to isomorphism)
nontrivial extension of the bundleK
−1/2
Σ byK
1/2
Σ .
Locally an SL2-oper is a second order (mero-
morphic) differential operator D = −∂2 + T (z)
which acts on the (− 12 )-differentials.
If we fix for convenience some reference com-
plex structure on Σ, with the local coordinates
(w, w¯), and describe the generic complex struc-
ture with the help of the Beltrami differential
µ = µww¯dw¯∂w, then
Aw¯−µAw =
(− 12∂µ 0− 12∂2µ 12∂µ
)
, Aw =
(
0 1
T˜ 0
)
(74)
where T˜ obeys the following compatibility condi-
tion (
∂¯ − µ∂ − 2∂µ) T˜ = −1
2
∂3µ (75)
The notion of a G-oper was in general given for a
Riemann surface with punctures, where the opers
may develop certain poles [77]. In this paper we
study only the case of regular singularities. It
means at any puncture, T has at most the second
order pole.
In the case of G = SL2(C) the space of opers
for varying complex structure of Σ is the open
subset in the moduli space of flat G-connections
[78].
4.1. The SL2-opers in genus zero
In the case of the genus zero surface with n
marked points the SL2-oper can be identified
with the second order differential operator (the
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projective connection) of the form:
D = −∂2z + T (z)
T (z) =
n∑
a=1
∆a
(z − xa)2 +
a
z − xa
(76)
where the accessory parameters a obey
n∑
a=1
a = 0
n∑
a=1
(xaa + ∆a) = 0
n∑
a=1
(
x2aa + 2xa∆a
)
= 0
(77)
in order for (76) be non-singular at z = ∞. Ac-
tually, an open set in the space of all SL2-flat
connections on the n-punctured sphere can be
parametrized by the space of n-tuples (xa, a)
n
a=1
obeying (77) modulo the diagonal PGL2-action
(xa, a)
n
a=1 7→(
Axa +B
Cxa +D
, a(Cxa +D)
2 + 2C(Cxa +D)∆a
)n
a=1
The oper (76) defines a point in M0,n;ν when
∆a = νa(νa − 1) , a = 1, . . . n (78)
The correspondence (24,25) ∂τk ↔ Hk between
the variations of the complex moduli of Σ and the
functions on the variety of opers Oτ is provided,
in this case, by the one-form
δ =
∑
a
adxa (79)
Once a global coordinate z on the sphere is fixed,
e.g. by requiring three out of n punctures to be
at 0, 1,∞, the one-form δ becomes well-defined in
the tangent space to M0,n.
4.2. The SL2-opers in genus one
We can also describe quite explicitly the space
of opers on an elliptic curve Eτ with regular sin-
gularities at the points x1, . . . , xn ∈ Eτ :
D = −∂2z + T (z)
T (z) = u+
n∑
a=1
∆a℘(z − xa) + aζ(z − xa)
(80)
where
∑
a a = 0, u is a constant, and we used
the Weierstrass ζ and ℘ = ζ ′ functions. The cor-
respondence ∂τk ↔ Hk is now represented by the
one-form
δ =
∑
a
adxa + udτ (81)
4.3. The opers on degenerate curves
For practical purposes it is useful to study
the regular opers on a smooth curve with punc-
tures whose complex structure approaches that
of a maximally degenerate stable curve. As we
discussed above, such maximal degeneration can
be encoded in a trivalent graph Γ with n tails
and g loops. Each internal vertex corresponds
to a three-holed sphere, each internal edge corre-
sponds to a double point (a pinched handle). A
complex structure close to the maximally degen-
erate one, corresponding to Γ, is parametrized by
assigning the complex numbers qe, |qe|  1 to the
internal edges.
The oper D on Σ which is close to Γ can be
approximated by the following data: the hyper-
geometric oper on every trivalent vertex:
T (zv) =
∆1
z2v
+
∆2
(zv − 1)2 +
∆3 −∆1 −∆2
zv(zv − 1) (82)
where zv is a coordinate on the three-punctured
sphere corresponding to the vertex v; and the
glueing of the local coordinates across the edges:
zv1(e)zv2(e) = qe (83)
where we assume that on the two spheres v1(e)
and v2(e) the double point corresponding to e is
at the points z = 0 on each component. Given
the internal vertex v let e1, e2, e3 be the three em-
anating edges. Let them correspond to the points
zv = 0, zv = 1, zv =∞, respectively. Then,
∆k = ηk (ηk − 1) (84)
where ηk =
αek
2pii + δk if ek is an internal edge, and
ηk = νi if ek is the i’th tail, δ1,3 =
1
2 , δ2 = 0.
This shift is due to the fact that D acts on the
(−1/2)-differentials
Ψv = ψ(zv)dz
− 12
v
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4.4. Comparison with the four dimensional
gauge theory
In the perturbative limit, where the Riemann
surface Σ approaches one of the maximally degen-
erate complex structures τ → τ∗ the Z-function
simplifies, and (18) can be calculated rather ex-
plicitly [87]:
WOτ (α, ν) =
∑
e
(τe
2
α2e + Υ(2αe)
)
−
∑
v
Υ(
∑
e3v
±αe)
(85)
where Υ is a special function, whose derivative
gives the logarithm of the Γ-function:
Υ′(x) = log
(
Γ (x+ ε)
Γ (−x+ ε)
)
Υ(x) =
d
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
µs
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
dt
t2
ts
1− e−tε e
−tx
(86)
In order to compare this gauge theory result with
the generating function of the variety of opers
corresponding to our system of Darboux coor-
dinates (α, β) we approximate the oper on the
nearly degenerate curve by the collection of the
hypergeometric opers on the three-holed spheres
corresponding to the internal vertices v of the de-
generation graph Γ, insert the transition matrices
(
qαee 0
0 q−αee
)
(87)
at the double points, which correspond to the
edges e, and use the standard transition matrices
for the solutions of the hypergeometric equation,
to compute the monodromy matrices g1, g2, g3, g4
for each genus zero edge, and the matrices g,h for
each genus one edge.
One can also include the e2piiτe -corrections by
the usual quantum mechanical perturbation the-
ory and verify the agreement with the instanton
calculations on the gauge theory side. We have
performed these checks for low instanton numbers
for the two basic cases: SU(2) Nf = 4 theory
(which corresponds to M0,4) and for the SU(2)
N = 2∗ theory (which corresponds to M1,1).
4.5. The topological brane
The study of the separation of variables pro-
posed by E. Sklyanin [82] for the quantum Gaudin
system, which is essentially the genus zero case of
the Hitchin system, suggests the following defini-
tion of this second brane. We assume that the
νk parameters are generic and not half-integral.
For the connection of the separation of variables
to the geometric Langlands program and related
issues see [83].
Then we define a subvariety Lγ for any pair
γ = (Γ, or) which consists of the degeneration
graph Γ together with the choice of orientation
or. For the oriented edge e we define the source
s(e) and the target t(e) vertices in the obvious
way.
The definition of Lγ is the following: For ev-
ery internal genus zero egde e we require αe to
be equal to the sum of ±αe’s or ±νk’s (the sign
depends on the orientation) corresponding to the
two other edges which enter s(e)
αe =
∑
e′,t(e′)=s(e)
ηe′ −
∑
e′,s(e′)=s(e)
ηe′
where, as before ηe = αe ± δe if e is an internal
edge, and ηe = νk if e is the k’th tail.
In the coordinate patch UΓ′ the variety Lγ is
described by the generating function, which is a
sum of dilogarithms, as follows from (69).
This is to be contrasted with the results of
[83], where the Gaudin eigenproblem in the case
of half-integer νk’s is solved by the trivial mon-
odromy opers, which means, in the language of
this paper, that the second brane corresponds to
the unipotent monodromy flat connections.
5. Further directions and discussion
In this paper we have introduced a system
of holomorphic Darboux coordinates α, β on the
moduli spaceMlocΣ of flat SL2(C)-connections on
a punctured Riemann surface with fixed conju-
gacy classes of the monodromies around the punc-
tures. The main claim about this coordinate sys-
tem is the identification of the generating function
of the variety Oτ of SL2-opers with the effective
twisted superpotential of the four dimensional A1
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type theory corresponding to Σ, subject to the
two dimensional Ω-deformation.
We also expressed the Yang-Yang function of
the quantum Hitchin system, using our coordi-
nate system, as a difference of the generating
functions of the variety of opers Oτ , and the
second Lagrangian submanifold Lγ , which deter-
mines the space of states of the quantum Hitchin
system. We presented a proposal for the construc-
tion of Lγ in the genus zero case. As explained in
[14], [15], [16] the Yang-Yang function we are talk-
ing about here is different from the Yang-Yang
functions of the finite dimensional Gaudin model
or spin chains, which can be derived by taking a
critical level limit of the free field representation
of the current algebra conformal blocks [80], [81],
as in [84], [85], [86].
The generating function WOτ also has other
applications. For example, it can be identified
with the classical conformal block of the Liouville
theory [88], which makes the relation to the four
dimensional gauge theory natural in view of the
conjecture [53]. It also provides the ”holomorphic
part” of the classical Liouville action, which is
discussed in [35], [36], [55], [38], [89].
Since the variety of opers is well-understood
for all Lie groups G, it is urgent to generalize
our Darboux coordinates for the case of general
G. This would allow us to compute the effec-
tive twisted superpotentials of the exotic theo-
ries which do not have a Lagrangian description
(a general A,D,E type (0, 2) theory compacti-
fied on a Riemann surface and subject to the Ω-
deformation).
In order to characterize the conformal blocks
of Liouville and Toda conformal theories, using
the [53] relation, we need to turn on the generic
Ω-deformation, with both ε1, ε2 non-vanishing.
It was argued that this would effectively quan-
tize the algebras of holomorphic functions on
MlocΣ (G) and MlocΣ (LG), with the deformation
quantization parameters h¯ = ε2/ε1 and 1/h¯ =
ε1/ε2, respectively. The Z-function is then a vec-
tor in the representation of Ah¯G × A1/h¯LG , which
corresponds, quasiclassically, to Oτ . To find this
vector seems like an extremely important prob-
lem. For the recent discussion of related problems
see [40], [90], [54], [48].
Finally, let us mention a couple more problems
we left out of this short note.
Our construction of the Darboux coordinates
(α, β) and the description of the variety of op-
ers Oτ must have an interesting quasiclassical
limit, corresponding to the ε→ 0 limit of the Ω-
background. In this limit one should recover the
Seiberg-Witten geometry of the Hitchin system.
Also, a large mass, weak coupling limit of the
gauge theory, as in e.g. [91], leading to the asymp-
totically free gauge theory must have a counter-
part in our construction. We believe extending
our Darboux coordinates to the case of the mod-
uli spaces of flat connections with irregular sin-
gularities will play an important role both in the
analysis of the four dimensional gauge theory, and
in the extension of the Langlands duality to the
case of the wild ramification [93], as well as in the
applications to the integrable systems [92].
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